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Background: The ‘weekend effect’ describes the phenomenon where patient outcomes appear worse for those admitted at the weekend. It has been used recently to justify significant changes in UK health policy. Recent evidence has suggested that the effect may be due to a combination of inadequate correction for confounding factors and inaccurate coding. The effects of these factors were investigated in patients with acute abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA).

Methods: Patients undergoing non-elective AAA repair entered into the UK National Vascular Registry from January 2013 until December 2015 were included in a case–control study. The patients were divided according to whether they were treated during the week (Monday 08.00 hours to Friday 17.00 hours) or at the weekend. Data extracted included demographics, co-morbidities, preoperative medications and baseline blood test results, as well as outcomes. Coding issues were investigated by looking at patients treated for ruptured, symptomatic or asymptomatic AAA within the non-elective cohort. The primary outcome was in-hospital mortality. Secondary outcomes included length of inpatient stay, and cardiac, respiratory and renal complications.

Results: The mortality rate appeared to be higher at the weekend (odds ratio (OR) 1.69, 95 per cent c.i. 1.47 to 1.94; \( P < 0.001 \)), but this effect disappeared when confounding factors and coding issues were corrected for (corrected OR for ruptured AAA 1.09, 0.92 to 1.29; \( P = 0.330 \)). Differences in outcomes were similar for prolonged length of hospital stay (uncorrected OR 1.21, 95 per cent c.i. 1.06 to 1.37, \( P = 0.005 \); corrected OR for ruptured AAA 1.06, 0.91 to 1.10, \( P = 0.478 \)), and morbidity outcomes.

Conclusion: After appropriate correction for confounding factors and coding effects, there was no evidence of a significant weekend effect in the treatment of non-elective AAA in the UK.
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Introduction
The ‘weekend effect’, first described in 2001, is a hotly debated topic both within the UK and worldwide. It describes the phenomenon of increased mortality rates among patients admitted to hospital at the weekend, and has been found in different cohorts of patients treated for conditions as diverse as acute stroke and elective joint replacement. Recently, debate on the issue has focused on whether the effect is real, or just a reflection of inadequate case-mix adjustment or erroneous coding of diagnosis in large administrative databases, as highlighted by a recent high-quality study of patients treated for acute stroke. Despite ongoing debate, the effect has been used as justification for major restructuring of health services within the UK National Health Service.

Repair of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a high-risk procedure with an elective mortality rate of 1–2 per cent in contemporary series. This compares favourably with the
mortality risk associated with ruptured AAA, which is at least 20 times higher among patients in whom aneurysm repair is attempted\(^1\), and higher still once patients who are not offered aneurysm repair are considered\(^1\). Ruptured AAA remains a common acute surgical admission in the UK, and the high operative mortality makes it an ideal condition in which to investigate the weekend effect.

Three broad groups of patients are treated as an emergency for AAA: patients with a large but asymptomatic AAA considered to be at high risk of rupture, those with a symptomatic but intact AAA and patients with a ruptured AAA. Patients in the first two groups have more in common with those undergoing truly elective repair than with those who have a ruptured aneurysm; they do not experience the massive physiological stress associated with aneurysm rupture although, owing to their perceived risk of impending rupture, patients at higher operative risk are more likely to be offered repair than those in the elective group\(^1\). In fact, given their symptom-free state, asymptomatic patients may benefit from preoperative optimization and multidisciplinary input.

The weekend effect was originally highlighted for patients undergoing acute AAA repair in Canada\(^4\), and has more recently been explored using the American National Inpatient Sample\(^1\). Both studies found a significant effect for patients admitted at the weekend, but used large administrative coding databases, similar to the one found to suffer from inaccuracies in the context of acute stroke\(^2\), with no attempt to check diagnostic codes with treating clinicians. Many patients had surgery at least 1 day after admission, making a diagnosis of ruptured aneurysm unlikely.

Patients treated acutely for AAA also experience significant morbidity, as highlighted by recent reports\(^13,14\) focusing on acute kidney injury after ruptured AAA repair. Assessments of differences in morbidity rates for patients treated at the weekend are notably absent from previous studies, perhaps because the large administrative databases used tend not to record these outcomes.

The National Vascular Registry (NVR) is a UK-wide database used for audit purposes within vascular surgery. Data are collected on five broad procedure types: repair of AAA, carotid endarterectomy (CEA), lower limb angioplasty, lower limb bypass and lower limb amputation. Although data input was voluntary in previous years, it has been mandatory for elective AAA and CEA in England since the (much criticized\(^16–18\)) introduction of compulsory surgeon-level outcome reporting for elective AAA repair and CEA in 2013. Case ascertainment rates have been shown to be in excess of 85 per cent for elective AAA repair\(^19\). With much talk of broadening the scope of compulsory reporting, there is an increasing trend towards reporting of all cases, so the database also contains information on many non-elective procedures, such as repair of ruptured AAA. In fact, case ascertainment rates for non-elective AAA have recently reached those of elective AAA repair, with analysis in the 2016 annual report of the registry finding case ascertainment for non-elective AAA in excess of 85 per cent\(^20\). The AAA subset of the NVR includes information about whether the patient was treated for ruptured, symptomatic or asymptomatic AAA, in addition to elective or non-elective status. This more detailed coding allows exploration of the influence of coding issues on any weekend effect that might be present in non-elective AAA repair. Although most databases used to examine the weekend effect are controlled by hospital administrators, owing to its use for publication of surgeon-specific outcomes in the UK, data entry is either performed by, or closely supervised by, the treating surgeon, so is also less likely to be subject to the coding inaccuracies seen in other large databases.

The aim of this study was to return to the context in which the weekend effect was originally described – acute AAA repair – to see whether case-mix and coding issues might explain the phenomenon in this context, by correcting for case mix and dividing patients into more homogeneous groups (codes).

**Methods**

The data set used included all AAA repairs coded as non-elective in the NVR. Although most patients coded as non-elective have a ruptured AAA, a subset of patients have a symptomatic but intact AAA, or large but asymptomatic AAA. A prespecified subgroup analysis was performed which looked separately at procedures that were coded as ruptured, symptomatic or asymptomatic AAA repairs. Approval to use anonymous data from the database for the purpose of this study was granted by the NVR committee and approved by the UK Healthcare Quality Improvement Partnership (HQIP) on the basis of a protocol proposing analysis in line with that discussed below.

Data were requested from HQIP on a total of 33 variables identified specifically in accordance with the aims of the study for all patients undergoing non-elective AAA repair from January 2013 until December 2015 inclusive, and were extracted in December 2016. These variables included: patient demographics, admission date, operation start date and time, operative procedure, co-morbidities, blood test results, preoperative medications, discharge date and discharge status (alive/dead), and reported complication rates. This was a case–control study, with cases defined
as operations performed at the weekend and controls being operations performed during the normal working week. The normal working week was defined as Monday 08.00 hours until Friday 17.00 hours. A secondary analysis was carried out, with controls being operations performed within normal working hours (from 08.00 to 17.00 hours, Monday to Friday), and cases that performed either at the weekend or out of hours on a weekday.

The primary outcome was in-hospital mortality. Secondary outcomes were prolonged length of hospital stay, defined as a length of stay greater than the median value in the dataset, and postoperative cardiac, respiratory or renal complications, as defined in the NVR data dictionary.21

**Missing data**

As with most large data registries, although some data fields are compulsory and thus well completed, there are issues with missing data in the NVR. These were addressed to a significant extent by a redesign of the NVR in 2012, which increased the proportion of compulsory fields. Much work has been done within the statistical literature on the best methods for handling this issue, and several techniques exist. By far the most commonly used is the method of multiple imputation, which is recommended by expert reviews for use in clinical studies. Multiple imputation has the advantage of being robust to the presence of missing data whose missingness is dependent on measured co-variables such as outcome, whereas simpler techniques such as mean value imputation or exclusion of cases with missing values rely on data being missing completely at random. Its application to large vascular surgery databases has been described previously by this group. Patients with missing primary outcome data (in-hospital mortality) were excluded. For the remainder, the chained equations multiple imputation technique, found in mice software version 2.25, was used; 50 completed data sets were generated and the pooling algorithms within the software were used to handle statistical analysis appropriately. Variables with more than 50 per cent missing values were excluded, as in previous work. A list of variables measured together with the proportion of data missing for each is given in Table S1 (supporting information).

**Statistical analysis**

Univariable analysis was carried out using Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables, and the Mann–Whitney U test for continuous variables. Logistic regression was used for unadjusted analysis and to perform multivariable adjustment for measured confounders, with parameters selected using the Schwartz–Bayes criterion to reduce overfitting.

A list of measured confounders used for adjustment can be found in Table S1 (supporting information). The analysis initially included all non-elective cases and was then repeated on the predefined subsets of patients undergoing ruptured or intact (symptomatic or asymptomatic) AAA repair. Before 2014, when these fields became compulsory, postoperative morbidity data were poorly completed in the NVR, so morbidity outcomes were analysed in two ways: first by using multiple imputation to impute missing values, and then after removing patients with missing morbidity outcomes. This was done in order to assess the sensitivity of the results to the way in which missing morbidity data were handled. All statistical modelling was performed using the R statistics package version 3.3.1. Results are presented in line with the RECORD extension of the STROBE checklist for reporting of observational studies.

**Results**

Some 5495 non-elective AAA repairs were recorded in the NVR from 1 January 2013 until 31 December 2015. Fifty-six patients with unspecified discharge status were excluded, leaving 5439 patients. Among these patients, 3121 aneurysms were ruptured, 1495 were symptomatic but not ruptured, 518 were asymptomatic, and there were 94 others. The latter comprised aortic transections, acute dissections and chronic dissections, which were excluded from further analysis. The aneurysm status was not recorded for 211 patients.

The analysis included 5345 patients. There were 3236 open and 2028 endovascular repairs; the repair type was not recorded for 81 patients. The proportion of patients who received endovascular treatment varied according to whether the aneurysm was ruptured (26.9 per cent endovascular), symptomatic (56.5 per cent endovascular) or asymptomatic (59.9 per cent endovascular). Further details of patients, along with co-morbidities and admission medications, are shown in Table 1.

Operations were performed at the weekend 26.1 per cent of the time, and out of hours 49.7 per cent of the time. They were done at the weekend for asymptomatic, symptomatic and ruptured aneurysms 7.1, 16.7 and 33.7 per cent of the time respectively; and 11.6, 29.6 and 64.8 per cent respectively were performed out of hours. These rates were all significantly different from those expected if operations were distributed evenly over time, as the weekend covers 37.5 per cent of each 7-day period, and 73.2 per cent of each 7-day period is out of hours (P < 0.001 for all comparisons). Delay between admission and operation varied according to whether the AAA was ruptured, symptomatic or asymptomatic, with 16.0 per cent of ruptured AAs, 68.6 per cent...
of symptomatic AAAs and 82.7 per cent of asymptomatic AAAs not having surgery on the same date as admission.

No variable had a missing data rate higher than 31.8 per cent (Table S1, supporting information), so all were available for confounder correction in multivariable regression modelling following multiple imputation.

### Mortality

The overall in-hospital mortality rate was 25.4 per cent (Table 2). This rose to 33.2 per cent for the subset of patients who were operated on at the weekend. There was a significant difference in in-hospital mortality between procedures undertaken at the weekend and those in the week (odds ratio (OR) 1.69, 95 per cent confidence interval 1.47 to 1.94; \( P < 0.001 \)), and this remained even after adjusting for demographics, co-morbidities, medications and pre-operative test results (OR 1.20, 1.02 to 1.40; \( P = 0.025 \)). When analysis was restricted to patients with a ruptured AAA, the overall in-hospital mortality rate rose to 37.1 per cent. Even in this subset, the mortality rate was higher when the operation was performed at the weekend (39.5 versus 35.8 per cent; OR 1.17, 1.00 to 1.36; \( P = 0.045 \)), although the difference was not significant after adjustment for confounders (OR 1.09, 0.92 to 1.29; \( P = 0.330 \)). Results were similar when all out-of-hours operations were analysed (Table 2). Mortality was also high for patients with asymptomatic aneurysms operated on out of hours.

### Length of hospital stay

The overall median postoperative length of hospital stay was 9 (i.q.r. 4–16) days. Any weekend effect on hospital stay was investigated in adjusted analyses. Patients operated on at the weekend had significantly higher odds of having a prolonged inpatient stay than those operated on during the week (OR 1.21, 95 per cent c.i. 1.06 to 1.37; \( P = 0.005 \)). The difference was not significant when the analysis was restricted to those with a ruptured AAA (OR 1.06, 0.91 to 1.10; \( P = 0.478 \)). Results were again similar when all out-of-hours operations were analysed (overall OR 1.28, 1.13 to 1.44, \( P < 0.001 \); ruptured AAA OR 1.13, 0.97 to 1.31, \( P = 0.109 \)).

Length of stay was significantly shorter following endovascular compared with open repair (median 6 (i.q.r. 3–13) versus 10 (5–19) days respectively; \( P < 0.001 \), so the
ruptured AAA were煨and煨1煨to煨1煨1煨when煨results煨were煨restricted煨to煨ruptured煨AAA煨repair煨(OR煨for煨cardiac煨,煨respiratory煨and煨renal煨morbidity煨were煨1煨(煨disappeared煨once煨non-ruptured煨aneurysms煨were煨excluded煨)

The present analysis shows an apparent weekend effect in terms of both mortality and morbidity outcomes as well as increased length of stay for non-elective AAA repair; however, after adjustment for confounders such as co-morbidity (case-mix effects) and whether the aneurysm was ruptured (coding effects), this effect essentially disappeared. In subgroup analysis, there was a significantly increased risk of death for asymptomatic patients treated out of hours, although numbers were small so this may be a type I error.

These results highlight the pitfalls associated with studies of the weekend effect in large databases, and call into question the results of previous studies煨showing煨an煨apparent煨weekend煨effect煨in煨the煨treatment煨of煨ruptured煨AAA.煨They煨suggest煨that煨two煨significant煨effects煨contribute煨to,煨or煨perhaps煨even煨account煨for,煨the煨weekend煨effect.煨The煨most煨significant煨of煨these煨is煨the煨effect煨of煨coding煨issues.煨Li煨and煨Rothwell煨compared煨verified煨data煨with煨hospital煨coding煨data煨to煨identify煨acute煨stroke煨admissions,煨and煨found煨that煨many煨patients煨coded煨as煨acute煨stroke煨admissions煨during煨the煨week were actually previous stroke patients who had been admitted in an elective or semielective way. The addition of this group created sufficient bias for an apparent weekend effect to appear, which was absent when only true acute stroke admissions were included.

The second is the effect of case mix. Freemantle and co-workers煨looked煨at煨this煨issue煨when煨considering煨the煨effect煨of煨day煨of煨the煨week煨in煨all煨non-elective煨admissions煨in煨England,煨concluding煨that,煨although煨case煨mix煨had煨a煨significant煨influence,煨a煨strong煨weekend煨effect煨remained;煨the煨OR煨for煨30-day煨mortality煨was煨1.10煨for煨Saturday煨admissions煨and煨1.15煨for煨Sunday煨admissions煨compared煨with煨patients煨admitted煨on煨a煨Wednesday.煨Their煨work煨was煨based煨on煨the煨same煨hospital煨coding煨data煨found煨to煨contain煨coding煨issues煨in煨the煨context煨of煨stroke,煨however,煨so煨it煨is煨likely煨that煨significant煨miscoding煨bias煨exists煨in煨these煨results.

The present analysis shows effects similar to those addressed in both of these previous studies. When adjustments were made for case mix alone, the P value for the

| Table 3 | Morbidity outcomes for all patients and for those with a ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm according to timing of repair |
|------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|               | All operations (%) | Weekend (%) | Not weekend (%) | Odds ratio | P | Out of hours (%) | Normal working week (%) | Odds ratio | P |
| Cardiac morbidity | | | | | | | | | |
| All AAAs | 17.8 | 22.3 | 16.2 | 1.13 (0.95, 1.36) | 0.174 | 22.7 | 13.0 | 1.25 (1.04, 1.48) | 0.014 |
| Ruptured AAA | 24.4 | 25.6 | 23.7 | 1.05 (0.87, 1.27) | 0.616 | 25.7 | 21.8 | 1.11 (0.91, 1.35) | 0.288 |
| Respiratory morbidity | | | | | | | | | |
| All AAAs | 23.7 | 29.5 | 21.6 | 1.16 (0.98, 1.37) | 0.085 | 28.9 | 18.6 | 1.17 (0.99, 1.37) | 0.058 |
| Ruptured AAA | 31.3 | 35.3 | 30.2 | 1.08 (0.91, 1.29) | 0.383 | 32.1 | 29.8 | 1.02 (0.85, 1.22) | 0.811 |
| Renal morbidity | | | | | | | | | |
| All AAAs | 20.2 | 26.2 | 18.1 | 1.20 (1.01, 1.44) | 0.043 | 25.6 | 14.9 | 1.22 (1.02, 1.45) | 0.028 |
| Ruptured AAA | 27.5 | 30.0 | 26.2 | 1.11 (0.92, 1.34) | 0.281 | 28.5 | 25.6 | 1.04 (0.85, 1.26) | 0.718 |

Values in parentheses are 95 per cent confidence intervals. Odds ratios are shown for weekend versus not weekend, and for out of hours versus normal working week. Weekend: Friday 17.00 hours until Monday 08.00 hours; not weekend: Monday 08.00 hours until Friday 17.00 hours; out of hours: at the weekend, or before 08.00 hours or after 17.00 hours on a weekday; normal working week: between 08.00 and 17.00 hours on a day other than Saturday or Sunday. AAA, abdominal aortic aneurysm. Odds of patients treated at the weekend or out of hours having each complication, compared with those treated not at the weekend or treated during the normal working week respectively, were calculated by logistic regression analysis corrected for case mix.

Morbidity

Perioperative morbidity outcome data were missing for 22.8 per cent of the patients. Morbidity analysis was performed using both multiple imputation and also after removing patients with missing outcomes to allow assessment of the sensitivity of results to the imputation process. Results were remarkably similar from both analyses (Table S2, supporting information), showing that apparent differences in out-of-hours or weekend operating disappeared once non-ruptured aneurysms were excluded (Table 3). Uncorrected ORs using multiply imputed data for cardiac, respiratory and renal morbidity were 1.48 (95 per cent c.i. 1.25 to 1.75), 1.51 (1.29 to 1.76) and 1.57 (1.33 to 1.85) respectively. Fully corrected ORs for patients with ruptured AAA were 1.05 (0.87 to 1.27), 1.08 (0.91 to 1.29) and 1.11 (0.92 to 1.34) respectively.

Discussion

The present study showed an apparent weekend effect in terms of both mortality and morbidity outcomes as well as increased length of stay for non-elective AAA repair; however, after adjustment for confounders such as co-morbidity (case-mix effects) and whether the aneurysm was ruptured (coding effects), this effect essentially disappeared. In subgroup analysis, there was a significantly increased risk of death for asymptomatic patients treated out of hours, although numbers were small so this may be a type I error.

These results highlight the pitfalls associated with studies of the weekend effect in large databases, and call into question the results of previous studies showing an apparent weekend effect in the treatment of ruptured AAA. They suggest that two significant effects contribute to, or perhaps even account for, the weekend effect. The most significant of these is the effect of coding issues. Li and Rothwell compared verified data with hospital coding data to identify acute stroke admissions, and found that many patients coded as acute stroke admissions during the week were actually previous stroke patients who had been admitted in an elective or semielective way. The addition of this group created sufficient bias for an apparent weekend effect to appear, which was absent when only true acute stroke admissions were included.
primary outcome just remained significant at the 5 per cent level. Similarly, when adjustments were made for coding alone, the $P$ value for the primary outcome was statistically significant. When adjustments were made for both factors, however, any significant difference in outcomes between the two groups disappeared entirely.

One somewhat surprising result is the high mortality rate for asymptomatic non-elective AAA repair performed out of hours, which persisted despite adjustments for case mix. These were generally very large aneurysms (mean diameter 88 mm), which is likely to be the reason that they were repaired urgently. It is possible that patients with aneurysms operated on out of hours were not good surgical candidates for a combination of anatomical and physiological reasons, which may have been picked up more readily if there had been a formal review by the multidisciplinary team, or at least an informal discussion with other senior surgical staff and specialist vascular anaesthetic staff, as might have happened in normal working hours. Further work would be required to fully understand the reasons behind this, but clearly out-of-hours repair of large but asymptomatic aneurysms cannot be recommended at present, pending further analysis of these results.

The strengths of this work include the rigorous approach to missing data and statistical modelling, as well as the large size of the data set, which includes the vast majority of patients treated across the UK over 3 years. It also looks at whether there are differences in morbidity rates for patients treated at the weekend or out of hours in more detail than existing work – an important consideration given the high rates of morbidity experienced by this patient population. The mortality rate for patients with ruptured aneurysms in this data set was 37.1 per cent, which is in line with figures from the recent IMPROVE study, an RCT comparing endovascular and open repair strategies for ruptured AAA, giving confidence that outcomes are in line with other published figures from a UK cohort.

Weaknesses include the fact that the data were self-reported by units, which can introduce subtle biases, and the retrospective nature of the study, although data are input into the registry in a prospective manner. A further weakness is the fact that the NVR records the time when an operation began, not the time of admission, so it is possible that differences in staffing at the weekend might cause delays in getting patients from the emergency department to the operating theatre and thus affect outcomes in this way, although this would not be relevant for the asymptomatic aneurysms. Given the lack of a significant weekend effect after adjustments for case mix and coding (with the exception of out-of-hours operations on asymptomatic aneurysms) it is difficult to believe that these issues would have a material effect on the results.

Further research is clearly needed in other specialties to confirm whether accounting for case mix and coding inaccuracies also eliminates significant weekend effects in these specialties. Vascular surgery is also now a largely centralized, consultant-delivered service, which is undertaken increasingly in regional centres, so it would be important to consider whether the results are equivalent for conditions that are treated in smaller, less well staffed hospitals, with fewer out-of-hours services. This remains an issue even in a largely centralized service such as vascular surgery, as evidenced by the fact that only 26.9 per cent of ruptured AAAs underwent endovascular repair. Although this is a significant improvement on published figures from 2005–2010, when only 8.5 per cent of ruptured AAAs were treated with endovascular repair in the UK, another study has reported that at least 50 per cent of AAAs may be suitable for endovascular repair, suggesting that there may still be issues around availability of emergency endovascular repair out of hours.

After appropriate correction for case-mix and coding effects, there is no evidence of a significant weekend effect in the treatment of ruptured AAA in the UK.
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Forest plot for in-hospital mortality at the weekend versus not at the weekend following acute abdominal aneurysm repair. Odds ratios are shown with 95 per cent confidence intervals. AAA, abdominal aortic aneurysm.